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Buried lights 

Buried lights are a creative and effective way to enlighten and glamorize natural and 

architectural sceneries at night. Also known as ground lights, or walkover lights, led 

buried lights are the most refined way to highlight the most beautiful façades and 

gardens, while marking paths, pavements and tracks in order to minimize the risk of 

accidents in the dark. LED Buried Light incorporate high efficiency lenses and 

reflectors in a variety of beam angles and beam profiles. These lights can be specified 

in different combinations and configurations to provide both wall grazing and 

projector distributions from the same luminaire. LED Buried Light suitable for paths, 

parks, squares, gardens, villas and etc. The body of LED Buried Light is made from high 

quality stainless steel. Diffuser is using clear intensive glass. The gasket is 

manufactured by Themostable silica gel to improve protection class. Fastener is made 

from stainless steel with high intensity and corrosion protection. 

Applications: 

Led buried lights is widely used in 

1. Shopping malls

2. Parking lots

3. Green belts

4. Parks

5. Tourist attractions

6. Residential quarters

7. Urban sculpture Walking street

8. Building stairs



Features: 

1. Its small size, low power consumption, long service life, durable, easy to install,

elegant and unique, leakproof and waterproof

2. Trouble-free performance

3. Long lifespan of LED light source, almost does not need to change lamp under no

accident, can use a few of years by one construction.

4. Easy to install

5. Low power consumption, do not need to pay high electricity bills because of

lighting and landscaping.

6. Waterproof,dustproof, pressure-resistant and corrosion-resistant.

AVAILABLE MODELS 

AQLBB01 AQLBB02 AQLBB03 

 AQLBB04   AQLBB05  AQLBB06 



AQLBB07        AQLBB08 AQLBB09 

 AQLBB10 AQLBB11  AQLBB12 

AQLBB13 AQLBB14 AQLBB15 

AQLBB16  AQLBB17       AQLBB18


